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EXO TRAVEL VIETNAM

EXO TRAVEL CAMBODIA

Level 7-9, Nam Giao Building 1
261-263 Phan Xich Long Street
Phu Nhuan District,
Ho Chi Minh City, VIETNAM
Tel: +84 (0) 28 3995 9898
E-mail: vietnam@exotravel.com

2nd Floor, No. 111 Norodom
Boulevard, Sangkat Chaktomuk
Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh
CAMBODIA
Tel: +855 (0) 23 218 948
E-mail: cambodia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL THAILAND

EXO TRAVEL LAOS

22nd Floor, Smooth Life Tower
44 North Sathorn Road, Silom
Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, THAILAND
Tel: +66 (0) 2 633 9060
E-mail: thailand@exotravel.com

15 Kaysone Road, Ban Phon Sa Ad
Saysettha District, PO Box 4666,
Vientiane, LAOS PDR
Tel: +856 (0) 21 454 640-3
E-mail: laos@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL MYANMAR

EXO TRAVEL JAPAN

EXO TRAVEL MALAYSIA

No.147 Shwegonedaing Street
West Shwegonedaing Ward
Bahan Township, Yangon
MYANMAR
Tel: +95 (0) 1 860 4933-40,
860 3271, 558215
E-mail: myanmar@exotravel.com

2F & 3F VORT Akasaka-Mitsuke
3-11-15 Akasaka; Minato-ku
Tokyo 107-0052, JAPAN
Tel: +81 (0) 3 4580 7450
E-mail: japan@exotravel.com

Lot No. 8A-2, Level 8A, Bay 21,
Jalan Bayu 21, Off Jalan Istiadat, Likas
88400 Kota Kinabalu,
Sabah, MALAYSIA
Tel: +60 (0) 88 278 718
Email: malaysia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL INDONESIA

Jl Bypass Ngurah Rai, No. 157,
Sanur, Denpasar, Bali, INDONESIA
Tel: +62 (0) 361 288 821
E-mail: indonesia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL CHINA

1709 Room, A building, U-Space
No.8 Guangqumenwai dajie
Chaoyang District,
Beijing City 100022, CHINA
Tel: +86 (10) 5285 4947
E-mail: china@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL SINGAPORE

33 Pekin Street #02-01,
Far East Square, 048763
SINGAPORE
Tel: +65 64380246
E-mail: singapore@exotravel.com

exotravel.com/trade
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BOOKING WITH EXO
We offer a variety of ways to book or enquire about our services. Whether your communication preference is
via the internet, e-mail, telephone, visiting one of our regional offices or a mixture of it all, our expert teams
are standing by ready to answer your questions and process your bookings.

EXO
CONNECT
EXO Connect is the perfect online
tool for making less complex
travel bookings. With EXO
Connect you can book transport,
hotels, and day trips in real time
and with instant confirmations, 24
hours a day! If you're interested
in trying EXO Connect, just email
exoconnect@exotravel.com

6

OUR SALES
OFFICES
Prefer to make your
bookings through our
international sales offices?
No problem. We have
dedicated teams standing
by ready to assist you, by
phone or e-mail, with any
advice or information you
require.

ASIA BY
EMAIL
For a quick and easy
response, contact our
reservations teams in
Asia by e-mail. We aim to
respond within 24 hours
for simple enquiries and
within 48 hours for more
complex reservations.

SALES OFFICES
WORLDWIDE

EXO TRAVEL GERMANY

Rebst�ckerstr. 60
60326 Frankfurt am Main
GERMANY
Tel: +49 (0) 69 78 997 997
E-mail: germany@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL FRANCE

EXO TRAVEL LATIN EUROPE

9, Rue du 4 Septembre
75002 Paris, FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0) 1 49 490 360
E-mail: france@exotravel.com

Ronda Sant Pere 52
�tico, Barcelona
08010, SPAIN
Tel: +34 626 967 212
E-mail: espana@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL UK & IRELAND

5 Frankland Close, Croxley Green
Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire
WD3 3AR, UNITED KINGDOM
Tel: +44 (0) 20 3637 0440
Email: ukireland@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL AUSTRALASIA

PO Box 4045
Maroubra South
Sydney, NSW 2035, AUSTRALIA
Tel +61 407 677 272
E-mail: australia@exotravel.com

EXO TRAVEL LATIN AMERICA

Mexico City, MEXICO
Tel: +52 (1) 55 2676 5807
E-mail: exosa@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL NORTH AMERICA

270 West 17th Street
Suite 4I, New York, NY 10011
UNITED STATES
Tel: +1 (0) 212-367-8119
E-mail: exona@exotravel.com
EXO TRAVEL BENELUX

22nd Floor, Smooth Life Tower
44 North Sathorn Road, Silom
Bangrak, Bangkok 10500, THAILAND
Tel: +66 (0) 2 633 9060
Email: benelux@exotravel.com

exotravel.com/trade
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THE EXO
EXPERIENCE
With great clarity of vision and purpose, our
goal as the first-choice destination management
company in Asia is simple: to deliver the most
exciting, authentic and transformative travel
8

experiences possible while exceeding expectations every
step of the way. Our strengths in attaining this goal are
many, but they're all built from one simple foundation:
Asia is our home, and has been for more than 25 years.
With this deep connection to the region, we've amassed a
passionate team of travel experts, both locally and from
around the globe, who live and breathe our destinations
each and every day.

Through the collective knowledge of our expert travel
professionals, we are able to craft tailor-made itineraries
and bespoke tours that guide travellers through the
highlights and hidden gems of Asia in a way that puts
their personal needs and desires centrestage.

We invite you and your clients to `Experience Our Asia'
and uncover the mystique and allure of this fascinating
and endlessly beautiful part of the world with us.

exotravel.com/trade
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ABOUT EXO TRAVEL
Established in 1993 by three young entrepreneurs in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam,
EXO Travel was the first foreign company to be granted a tourism operating licence
in Vietnam at a time when the country was emerging from years of isolation. Since
then, the EXO team has grown to over 900 full time team members strong, with 24
offices spanning 10 destinations: Vietnam, Thailand, Myanmar, Japan, China, Laos,
Cambodia, Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore.
In addition to the operation offices in Asia, there are dedicated sales offices
in London, Paris, New York, Melbourne, Frankfurt, Barcelona, Mexico City and
Antwerp. Despite our substantial growth over the years, EXO remains firmly
committed to its roots in each destination and the guiding principles that have
enabled us to expand all along.
Each country EXO operates in is managed by local partners, as well as an
experienced General Manager who is responsible for the operations and
reservations in their country. There are also specialised teams in place for
Adventure, MICE and Luxury, supported by multi-lingual reservations teams.
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WHY TRAVEL WITH EXO?
EXO Travel crafts one-of-a-kind experiences in Asia that excite,
challenge and educate. With the extensive knowledge of our travel
professionals and the logistical prowess that comes with 25 years
of operations in the region, guests receive the highest standards
of services and experiences within the region. We continue to
deliver genuine value to our partners and improve upon qualities
that have enabled us to grow.

Our steadfast commitment to excellence, in-depth local
knowledge, sky-high standard of service and timetested professionalism is key to our success as Asia's top
destination management company for agents in search
of seamless yet transformative travel experiences.

exotravel.com/trade
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TRAVELLING
RESPONSIBLY
As one of Asia's top destination management companies, we
proudly accept the role we have as stewards of our destinations
and the people living in them. Beginning with a comprehensive
Responsible Travel Policy shared widely among our partners, we
take leadership in sustainability in many ways.
We are actively engaged with the Travelife Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) scheme, the industry's most stringent
CSR certification process and, to date, have attained Travelife
certification in Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, Laos, Myanmar and
Indonesia.
We have also partnered with NEXUS for Development to offset the
carbon emissions of all domestic and regional flights our clients
and staff take and joined 40 other industry leaders in signing the
World Travel & Tourism Council Declaration Against Illegal Wildlife
Trade in Tourism.
With these steps and more, we are firmly committed to making
destinations better places to live in and to visit.

12

COMMUNITY
BASED TOURISM
We actively develop travel products that are not only sustainable,
but also support community based tourism (CBT) projects and local
organisations. Having assessed and selected a number of CBT ventures
within Asia, we then promote these to our clients. These ventures
are varied, and range from exploring wild Asia with knowledgeable
indigenous guides to experiencing gibbon calls or staying with a hill
tribe family. By also selecting accommodation with sustainably-minded
social and environmental practices, we ensure that our impacts on
destinations are always positive.

exotravel.com/trade
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EXPERIENCE OUR VIETNAM

ONE OF THE
WORLD’S MOST
DYNAMIC NATIONS,
VIETNAM IS A
COUNTRY ON THE
MOVE
14

Whether it's watching the world go by from a hip coffee shop in Hanoi or Ho
Chi Minh City, or relaxing at one of the many new luxury resorts in coastal
hotspots like Danang or Nha Trang, visitors can feel Vietnam's incredible
energy in a variety of ways.
Although Vietnam is pointed towards the future, it pays ample homage to
its traditions. Northern areas such as Ha Giang and Sapa offer astounding
trekking and hilltribe culture, while quieter spots such as the Central
Highlands and Mekong Delta have kept their mysteries preserved for
centuries.

CHINA
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VIETNAM
HANOI

Halong Bay

GULF OF
TONKIN

LAOS

HAI NAM

Hue

THAILAND

Danang
Hoi An

THAILAND

Hoang Sa
Archipelago

EAST SEA

CAMBODIA

HO CHI MINH
CITY

GULF OF
THAILAND

MEKONG DELTA
Phu Quoc
Island

Nha Trang

Phan Thiet

Truong Sa
Archipelago
Con Dao
Island
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FLAVOURS OF VIETNAM
10 Days / 9 Nights
Take a gastronomic adventure through Vietnam. Spend ten days
immersed in the country's culinary scene, sampling everything
from tasty street food to gourmet fusion dishes. Learn the
secrets behind these mouth-watering morsels with visits to fresh
markets and hands-on cooking classes.
HIGHLIGHTS

16

··

Join a local family at their farm, ploughing the fields and harvesting
rice for a better understanding of Vietnam's agrarian lifestyles.

··

Grab an apron and step into the kitchen, learning to prepare
Vietnamese dishes from villagers and famous chefs.

··

Sample local specialties from each of Vietnam's distinctive regions
and at popular local stalls for an authentic taste of the country.

HOI AN THROUGH THE EYES OF A
CONSERVATION EXPERT
Half Day Tour
Guests get to see Hoi An's Ancient Town district through the eyes of
conservationists and learn about the UNESCO preservation project
attempting to preserve as much of this historical trading port as
possible.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Meet an expert who specialises in the ongoing preservation of merchant
houses within Hoi An's UNESCO-recognised Ancient Town.

··

Take a walk through Ancient Town and visit three traditional buildings and
learn about various preservation methods.

··

Visit iconic sites of Hoi An such as the Japanese Covered Bridge, the
Communal Hall and the Precious Heritage Photo Gallery.

exotravel.com/trade
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FAMILY TOUR
IN VIETNAM
16 Days / 15 Nights

Travelling from north to south, families
explore the ancient city of Hanoi, watch and
learn about traditional water puppetry and
cycle charming backroads through picturesque
villages. Travel the city of Saigon on a
smartphone treasure hunt and relax on an
overnight cruise through Halong Bay and the
white sand beaches of Phu Quoc.
HIGHLIGHTS

18

··

Watch how traditional puppet masters perform
this mesmerising ancient art form in chest-deep
waters in charming Dao Thuc Village.

··

Join in traditional and contemporary activities
such as making personal ceramic products and
a smartphone treasure hunt to discover the city
of Saigon.

··

Enjoy a perfect pace of activities and leisure
such as exploring famous Cu Chi Tunnels and
relaxing on pristine white sand beaches of Phu
Quoc.

CYCLING REMOTE
NORTHEAST
MOUNTAINS OF
VIETNAM
10 Days / 9 Nights

Gear up and hit the road for a challenging but rewarding Vietnam biking adventure.
Head to the rugged north where miles of quiet roads await. Pedal over imposing
mountains, pass through vibrant countryside and stay in hilltribe homestays. After a
challenging cycling route, relax with an overnight Halong Bay cruise.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

See miles of untouched landscapes while pedalling over mountains and through valleys of
northern Vietnam that are well-off the beaten track.

··

Bike through villages inhabited by Tao, White H'mong and other ethnic groups and witness
their traditional cultures and ways of life.

··

After the challenging cycling adventure, arrive in Halong Bay for a relaxing overnight cruise
through the UNESCO Heritage site.
exotravel.com/trade
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ANA MANDARA HUE
Located 20 minutes from downtown Hue, on the spectacular stretch of
Than An Beach and Tam Giang Lagoon, Ana Mandara offers guests a taste
of real Vietnam with a neighbouring fishing village and lagoon on one side
and a private beach on the other.
Staying true to its name Ð `Ana' meaning `chaste beauty' and `Mandara'
meaning `house for guests in the Cham language, the resort delivers
a liberating sense of space mixed with untouched beauty. The resort
consists of 78 rooms and villas scattered through 2.8 hectares of
landscaped gardens. All villas and rooms are designed with the most
modern and complete facilities. Guests are welcomed into a wide spacious
lobby with panoramic views over a reflection pond and beach. There
are two-gourmet restaurants, wine lounge and pool bar, complete with
Hues' largest swimming pool and four Spa treatment rooms, two mud
bathrooms, beauty salon and fitness center.

THE ANAM, CAM RANH
As the first five-star colonial-style beach resort in Vietnam, the Anam
is a sanctuary of contemporary luxury that harks back to earlier days.
From the architecture and design, right down to the slightest details,
guests will feel they have travelled back to the late 19th or early 20th
century. Inspired by Vietnam's Indochine era, the design evokes a
nostalgic tone with a romantic appeal. Its imperial-style roofs, lanterns,
big-bellied water vases, decorative pools, customised mosaic floor
tiles and stone pathways is backed up by personalised yet understated
service of the resort staff. The Anam has 77 villas and 136 rooms and
suites. The fine dining restaurant The Colonial, all-day dining restaurant,
The Indochine, and authentic Vietnamese restaurant close to the beach,
Lang Viet, Saigon Bar, Sports Bar, offer an array of dining options. There
are also 10 treatment-room spa, 3D movie theatre, swimming pools and
more.

HOTEL DES ARTS SAIGON, MGALLERY COLLECTION
Combining the classical charm of 'Indochine Fran�aise' with a sense of
timeless chic that only MGallery can provide, the hotel is as much an
art museum as a 5-star boutique hotel. With feminine lines standing in
striking contrast to the neighbouring office, the building is a modern
work of art itself. Once inside, guests can peruse the owner's personal
collection of paintings and antiques, which adorn every wall and hall of
this distinctive establishment.
The hotel has 168 tastefully designed rooms that fuse the flair of French
romance with the elegance of Indochina. Custom-designed furniture
created by prestigious Vietnamese Artisans, muted fabrics and luxurious
bedding create a warm and inviting ambience. With its exceptional
customer experience, world class accommodation and luxury offerings,
H�tel des Arts Saigon, MGallery Collection took home the prestigious
title of `Luxury Business Hotel' in 2016 and `Luxury Architecture Design
Hotel' in Southeast Asia by World Luxury Hotel Awards in 2017.

VICTORIA CAN THO RESORT AND VICTORIA PHAN
THIET BEACH RESORT & SPA
Victoria Hotels & Resorts connect guests with the real Indochina in
ways no other hotel can. From the desert-like sand dunes in coastal
Phan Thiet to the quiet retreat of Can Tho in the heart of the Mekong
Delta, Victoria is proud of its Indochina roots. These boutique properties
embrace the best aspects of their historic heritage, introducing guests
to the local culture and landscapes while providing them with unparelled
charm, comfort, service and privacy.
The four-star Victoria Can Tho Resort is set admist lush, exotic gardens
and features 92 French colonial- inspired rooms combining the elegance
of traditional handicrafts with the comfort of a stylish internationalstandard hotel. The 57 cosy thatched roof bungalows at Victoria Phan
Thiet Beach Resort & Spa are located along a 450m-long stretch of white
sand beach, ideal for memorable parties and incentives.

PARADISE ELEGANCE, HALONG BAY
Harmoniously embracing a modern style and classic ambience, the
award-winning Paradise Elegance fleet are a true inspiration for guests to
completely explore this World Heritage site.
Named the 2018 TripAdvisor Certificate of Excellence from outstanding
reviews, each vessel consists of 31 luxurious cabins with lavish amenities,
from floor-to-ceiling glass doors, a spacious walk-in closet, an en-suite
bathroom, and especially a private balcony or terrace overlooking the
million-year old limestone formations, awe-inspiring horizons, and
countless picturesque landscapes of Halong Bay.
During their stay, guests are mesmerised by the many experiences
onboard, from the exceptional a la carte dinner in Le Marin Restaurant,
to relaxing wellness treatments in Le Parfum Spa or even some creative
cocktails to be enjoyed with Le Piano Bar's live music.

LA VERANDA RESORT PHU QUOC
Nestled on the sands of the Vietnam's largest and most stunning island,
La Veranda Resort Phu Quoc, a member of the MGallery by Sofitel
Collection, transports you to a forgotten age of elegance. Imbued with
the grandeur of a French colonial mansion and cocooned by lush tropical
gardens, every detail of the 70 spacious rooms evokes an era when life
was slower, simpler and more refined.
Inspired by history, this mansion by the sea entices with its blend of
classical signatures and stylish Vietnamese themes. Designed as a 1920s
French colonial-style mansion, the tasteful accommodations feature
dark wood, mosaic titles, exposed feature brickwork, unhurried ceiling
fans, and double doors with high ceilings creating a distinctive style with
comfort and indulgence. Fringed by white sand beaches and enveloped
by the azure shallows of the Gulf of Thailand, this luxurious 5-star
resort and boutique hotel is for those who love an island ambience and
tranquility that a tropical beach setting brings.

EXPERIENCE OUR THAILAND

FEW NATIONS IN
THE WORLD CAN
MATCH THAILAND’S
ABUNDANCE
OF NATURAL
AND CULTURAL
WONDERS
22

From mist-shrouded mountains in the north to some of the world's most
acclaimed beaches in the south, Thailand offers enough natural beauty
to astound any traveller.
Most visitors start their adventure in Bangkok, a bustling, vibrant
city that offers outstanding cuisine and some of the country's most
important treasures. From the capital, guests can strike out to sample
a full spectrum of experiences ranging from diving and kayaking off
paradise islands in the Gulf of Thailand or the Andaman Sea to trekking
through untouched rainforests or exploring ancient temples in Ayutthaya
or Sukhothai.

Chiang Rai

LAOS

MYANMAR
Chiang Mai

Udon Thani

Sukhothai

THAILAND
Ayutthaya

Khao Yai
Hoang Sa
Archipelago

Kanchanaburi

BANGKOK
CAMBODIA

ANDAMAN SEA

Hua Hin

VIETNAM

Koh Chang

EAST
SEA

GULF OF
THAILAND
Koh Samui

Phu Quoc
Island

Truong Sa
Archipelago

Khao Sok
Phuket

Con Dao
Island

Krabi

INDONESIA

MALAYSIA
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THAI BOUTIQUE EXPERIENCE
16 Days / 15 Nights
Setting off from Bangkok, venture away off the beaten path to
discover a more authentic side of Thailand. Witness timeless
traditions and historic monuments in Sukhothai and Lopburi, then
head north to explore spectacular highland villages steeped in
culture. Stays at charming boutique hotels round off this unique
and unforgettable experience.
HIGHLIGHTS

24

··

Experience a slower pace of life, meet friendly locals and see breathtaking scenery in the lesser-visited corners of Thailand.

··

Meet locals of the former Lanna Kingdom, the rare Malibri ethnic
group, Lahu and Hmong hilltribes and discover their unique traditions.

··

The boutique hotels and village lodges on this holiday offer a
chance to forge a closer connection with Thailand for a memorable
experience.

FOOD TRAILS OF THAILAND
11 Days / 10 Nights
Guests get to take a bite out of Thailand on this authentic culinary
experience. Step off the beaten track to savour the Kingdom's best
dishes at hidden spots only known to locals. Develop a deep connection
with Thailand, seeing historical highlights and cultural wonders but with
a distinct foodie twist.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Take a tour of Grand Monte Vineyard with a wine expert and learn about
Thailand's budding wine industry while sampling different varietials.

··

Learn the secret recipes behind Isaan food on a village cooking class and
prepare a traditional meal with a well-known chef.

··

From exotic fried bugs and freshly prepared street food to east-meets-west
fusion, get a taste of the Kingdom's best bites.

exotravel.com/trade
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EAST COAST BOUTIQUE
ISLAND HOPPING
9 Days / 8 Nights
What better way to enjoy Thailand's tropical paradise than with an
island-hopping beach break? Cruise out to Koh Tao, Koh Phangan
and Koh Samui for nine days of seaside bliss. Escape the touristic
parts of the islands, heading for more remote corners where
charming hotels and quieter beaches await.
HIGHLIGHTS

26

··

Cruise from island to island by catamaran around the Gulf of Thailand,
enjoying great views of the clear waters and distant islands.

··

Escape from the touristic side of the islands and stay in quieter beaches
in smaller, boutique-style hotels offering charming experiences.

··

Take an optional full day cruise through Ang Thong National Park's 42
islands to see unspoilt nature, above and below water.

CYCLING OFF THE
BEATEN TRACK:
CHIANG MAI TO
CHIANG RAI
5 Days / 4 Nights

Escape the bustle of Chiang Mai and discover the northern Thailand's beautiful countryside
en route to Chiang Rai by bike. Cycle uphill on some challenging roads and take in the
stunning scenery of Mae Tang and Chiang Dao. Chat with the local hill tribes and take a
peek into the famous Chiang Dao Caves.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Cycle over 200km through villages and hill tribes and pass mountains and stunning rice fields
along the way.

··
··

Go local by visiting and meeting northern hill tribe people while hiking through their villages.
At the end of the cycling trip, visit the famous White Temple in Chiang Rai and take a closer look
at this remarkable landmark.

exotravel.com/trade
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AMATARA WELLNESS RESORT, PHUKET
Setting a new benchmark for a life-enhancing wellness holiday experience
in a luxury resort setting, Amatara Wellness Resort is built around helping
clients to discover their life's balance by rejuvenating the body and mind
with healthy activities, wellness meals and blissful treatments for a
lifetime of happiness.
With all the wellness facilities under one roof, Amatara Wellness Resort
offers effortless, flawless and flexible services to guests. Our highlytrained and dedicated Wellness Consultants are on hand to ensure guests
get the very best insights and guidance through versatile packages
that put guests in control and are able to meet their personal goals.
This top-qaulity five-star resort in Phuket will provide guests with new
understandings and experiences with an array of wellness retreat
packages.

SENSIMAR RESORT & SPA KOH SAMUI
Welcome to a truly relaxing Koh Samui vacation with a resort that is only for
adults. With its strictly over 16 year-old policy the resort has an environment of
peaceful relaxation with the highest standards of attention and care to offer the
best holiday retreat possible. To add, the `Just the Two of Us' concept creates
the perfect atmosphere for a Honeymoon or romantic break in Thailand.
Located on Maenam Beach, which is regarded as the best beach in Koh Samui
with views to Koh Phangan Island, the resort sits on a 120m long reserved
stretch of scenic coastline with golden sand and calm waters. There are 125
luxurious rooms and villas, each designed to provide simple comfort. All boast
either prime sea views over the Gulf of Thailand or offer the added luxury of a
private pool or outdoor spa bath.

SOFITEL KRABI PHOKEETHRA GOLF & SPA RESORT
Sofitel Krabi Phokeethra Golf & Spa Resort is renowned for its luxurious
rooms and suites, gourmet restaurants and gracious Thai hospitality. Set
in a lush tropical garden with the largest free-form swimming pool in
Krabi, and a few steps from the beach, the resort is a dream destination.
Guests can dine at four restaurants, chill-out at the swim-up pool bar,
stay in shape at the fully equipped fitness centre or relax in the tranquil
So SPA with L'Occitane products.
The resort's enviable location allows guests to make the most of one
of the world's most beautiful destinations. Guests are greeted by
the Leisure Butler Service on arrival, providing unique treats and
personal insight into the region's best attractions and activities. Private
excursions in a luxury speed boat whisk guests away to deserted
beaches to sip Champagne while snorkelling, and also taking in the
beauty of Railay Beach.

THE COAST RESORT KOH PHANGAN
Just 15 minutes walk from Haad Rin Town and Pier, take a relaxing holiday
in Koh Phangan and unwind in an environment perfect for couples or
friends. With its Adult Only (16+) guarantee, the resort is a convenient and
peaceful retreat with direct links to Koh Samui International Airport and
nearby Koh Phangan nightlife.
Tucked away just enough for a private beach retreat, the resort makes for
a special place to enjoy beach sunsets with infinity pools.
The combination and contrast of strong design and pure nature makes it
a special place for everyone to unwind and make unforgettable memories.
There are 78 guestrooms in a cozy-minimalist decor complimented with
full facilities and services for a relaxing beach holiday.

COMO POINT YAMU, PHUKET
COMO Point Yamu in Phuket, Thailand, has 360-degree views across the
Andaman Sea, with rooms, suites and villas by designer Paola Navone,
reflecting the oceanside setting. Cuisine is catered for at the Italianinspired La Sirena while Nahmyaa uses southern Thai food as inspiration.
COMO Shambhala Retreat nurtures wellness, with a full range of holistic
treatments in mosaic-tiled rooms overlooking the aquamarine waters. For
the active guest, biking, yoga and watersports are available. There's also
COMO Beach Club, set on a tranquil island off the east coast of Phuket,
accessible by 40-minute transfer.

COMO METROPOLITAN BANGKOK
COMO Metropolitan Bangkok, a sanctuary just off South Sathorn
Road in the city's Central Business District, enjoys close proximity to
Bangkok's nightlife, MRT station, shopping and the Skytrain Ð which has
a complimentary hotel shuttle service. The 169 rooms and suites are
defined by a subtle and elegant contemporary design, with oversized
mosaic-tiled and limestone bathrooms. Michelin-starred Thai food is
found at Nahm, while Glow offers up nutritious COMO Shambhala Cuisine.
Relaxation is nurtured at the hotel's COMO Shambhala Urban Escape,
with Asian-inspired treatments, the signature COMO Shambhala Massage,
complimentary yoga and pilates. There is a spacious state-of-the-art gym
with new LifeFitness equipment, a yoga studio and a 25m outdoor pool.

EXPERIENCE OUR CAMBODIA

BEYOND THE
MAGNIFICENT
TEMPLES OF ANGKOR,
CAMBODIA OFFERS
SURPRISES APLENTY
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Although the ancient remnants of the Khmer Empire remain a mustsee highlight of Cambodia, other destinations command similar appeal
but without the crowds. The capital, Phnom Penh, is one of Asia's most
vibrant cities while the sleepy art hub of Battambang is perfect for offbeat
getaways. Siem Reap, the gateway of Angkor, has hidden surprises of its
own warranting dedicated visits while country's rugged southern coast
bodes some of the region's most spectacular tropical beaches. Those in
search of wilderness will find it aplenty in the northeastern provinces of
Ratanakiri and Mondulkiri, where untouched jungles and exotic wildlife
still await discovery.
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FAMILY SOFT ADVENTURE
7 Days / 6 Nights
Set the guidebook aside and experience authentic Cambodia.
Get in touch with local culture through an interactive village
experience. Grasp the sheer scale of the Angkorian temples
with bike rides and treks along jungle trails. The whole family
will be enchanted by Cambodia's wonders through insightful
visits on this unforgettable family adventure.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Get a different perspective of the Angkorian Temples by venturing
away from the crowds with family-friendly bike rides and walks
through ancient ruins.

··

Join the daily activities of the residents of Banteay Chhmar village
and spend the night in a family's house for a true countryside
experience.

··

To maximise the family fun, patient yet energetic guides, hotels
with swimming pools and kid-friendly restaurants are all included.

ANGKOR
ROMANTIC
ESCAPE
4 Days / 3 Nights
On this exclusive excursion
designed with couples in
mind, be enchanted by the
timeless charm of Angkor
temples showcasing the
grandeur of Cambodia's
prosperous ancient
Kingdoms. Amble through
historic monuments
untouched by the modern
world and experience the
beauty of rural Cambodia's
culture and nature.

HIGHLIGHTS

··

Venture through thousand-year-old
temples echoing the glories of the oncemighty Angkorian Kingdom.

··

Step away from the tourist trail and explore
the countryside to meet with friendly locals
and discover their traditional lifestyles.

··

Take a romantic gondola ride around
Angkor Thom's moat, enjoying cocktails
as the last light of day shines on ancient
temples.

exotravel.com/trade
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SPA WEEKEND IN KEP
4 Days / 3 Nights
A perfect remedy for weary travellers, this weekend spa
getaway allows guests to indulge in the tranquillity of
Kep while rejuvenating the body with seaside massage
treatments. Satiate the appetite with fresh seafood and
tasty Khmer dishes, then sooth with stunning seascapes and
verdant countryside scenery, this is the perfect relaxation
escape
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Relax with traditional Khmer massages by the seaside with
expert masseurs, soothing tired muscles while listening to
waves gently lap against the shore.

··

Join a professional chef for a cooking class and learn secret
traditional techniques used to make classic Khmer dishes.

··

Take an excursion around Kep to see villages, limestone caves,
meandering waterways and the weathered facades of old
colonial architecture.

TRACING THE
CAPITALS OF KHMER
EMPIRE
12 Days / 11 Nights

Trace the capitals, temples and ancient history of Cambodia from the Kings of
the Khmer Empire, who reigned from 600 AD, through to today. Begin at the
bustling metropolis of Phnom Penh, then ascend Oudong and cycle down to
remote Longvek. Along the way, explore the pre-Angkorian Chenla Empire of
Sambor Prei Kuk.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

A cycling adventure like no other, covering every major capital and ancient temple
city of the Khmer Empire.

··

Immerse in the lives of everyday local people who are the descendants of the
Chenla Empire.

··

Discover and learn about the history and culture of Cambodia with visits to all three
of the country's UNESCO World Heritage sites.
exotravel.com/trade
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AQUA MEKONG
Designed by Saigon-based architects at Noor Design to reflect the
aesthetics of a sophisticated 5 star hotel, the Aqua Mekong is spacious
and indulgent, yet intimate enough to feel entirely exclusive. The 62.4
metre vessel incorporates relaxed yet refined lounging and dining areas,
accommodating a maximum of 40 guests plus crew with an impressive
1:1 crew-to-guest ratio. Modern navigation technologies and the highest
cruise ship standards, as well as our experienced river pilot and crew,
ensure smooth travel and safety on the water.
The cruises are specifically designed to fit seasonal changes. During
high-water season (mid-August to November), travel up the river to Siem
Reap and experience the spectacular freshwater Tonle Sap Lake and the
communities living around it. During low-water season (December to midAugust), go further inland and explore the stilted villages that line the
river via kayaking, or cycling across lush green paddy fields. It is by far the
most peaceful and intimate way to travel and meet the locals.

SHINTA MANI ANGKOR, SIEM REAP
Shinta Mani Angkor is an upscale boutique hotel showcasing Khmer
inspired design. The 39-room property is located within the shadow of
Angkor and offers dining and spa facilities footsteps from the riverfront
and walking distance to the markets, restaurants and artisans of the
township. Guest rooms offer stylish accommodation with modern facilities,
minimalist chic interiors and showcase exquisite inland ceiling artwork
featuring the images of Angkor. Guests are able to enjoy sumptuous
cuisine at Kroya Restaurant which features outdoor swing seating,
cocktails at the iconic Bensley's Bar or poolside snacks. Shinta Mani Spa is
also open for the enjoyment of guests.
Guests can also visit the non-profit Shinta Mani Foundation and
participate in their CSR programmes. The Foundation has been
internationally recognised for its programmes focusing on health,
education and development for the less fortunate in the community.

TREELINE URBAN RESORT, SIEM REAP
Conceived, designed and owned by Hok Kang, a young pioneering
Cambodian designer, the resort's name is inspired by the majestic
Angkorian trees that are scattered across the last vestiges of the Khmer
Empire. Blending traditional elements of design with contemporary
sophistication the resort has an intimate yet inviting, vibrant yet tranquil
appeal.
Located in the heart of Siem Reap's historic quarter, the urban resort is
ideally situated to take full advantage of the city's growing art, food and
cultural scene. An arts lounge and bar, rooftop pool overlooking the river,
restaurant and spa set the scene for discovery. Guests will be able to take
in the vibrancy of the river walk within the crafted food and beverage
outlets but retire to complete privacy, comfort and tranquility within the
resort grounds. Treeline also prides itself in helping and promoting local
artistic talent and community via the Treeline Art Foundation.

TARA ANGKOR HOTEL, SIEM REAP
With a modern colonial design and a plethora of upscale facilities, the Tara
Angkor Hotel offers a comfortable base from which to explore the temples
of Angkor. Set in a stately white building in the town of Siem Reap, this
hotel provides 212 rooms and suites, all featuring modern amenities such
as large flat-screen TVs and Wifi. Relax at the hotel's outdoor swimming
pool, or enjoy a pampering experience at the Tara Spa. Complimentary
bicycles are also available for guests to explore the area.
The Frangipani is a calm hotel restaurant at the lobby corner offering
choices of European and Asian delicacies, while Tong Tara Restaurant
serves a set menu or international buffet in a larger space for family or
groups. The Lily Lounge offers a relaxed place to enjoy a drink or light
snack with lounge music, elsewhere to cheer up the perfect relaxing
evening at an outdoor atmosphere just take a seat under palm trees in the
courtyard.

SHINTA MANI SHACK, SIEM REAP
Shinta Mani Shack is a boutique property located in the leafy French
Quarter between the Royal Gardens and the Old Market Area in Siem Reap
town.
Each of the courtyard style properties, 62 rooms and two junior suites,
enjoy direct pool access or views over the lush garden and pool while
two executive suites enjoy a full length balcony looking over the urban
streetscape.
Interiors showcase a `Bensley' twist with mirrored feature walls and
custom designed iron beds, together with handpicked furniture and light
fittings whilst playful and whimsical furnishings with signature bright
colours, bold accents and funky off-centre touches create a vibrant
lifestyle ambiance. Baitong Restaurant, serving international cuisine as
well as Khmer classics, is open for all-day dining.

VICTORIA ANGKOR RESORT & SPA, SIEM REAP
Characterised by its typical French colonial architecture, Victoria Angkor
Resort & Spa is an iconic 5-star resort in Siem Reap dedicated to the
French Art de Vivre. Featuring 120 rooms facing the Royal Garden or the
salted water swimming pool, and 10 suites, all inspired by the story of old
Indochina, our hotel is meant to be a place of relaxation, dreaming and
peace, just a few kilometres away from the famous Angkor Temples and
international airport.
Two restaurants, L'Escale and Le Connaisseur have a full selection of
international, French and Asian dishes, a 30s inspired bar serves up fine
liquors and original cocktails. Discover the selection of massages and
treatments in the Healthysens Spa and enjoy the kindness and warmth of
Cambodia people. This is the best place to immerse oneself in the wonders
of the past while enjoying the comfort of modern amenities.

EXPERIENCE OUR LAOS

WHAT LAOS
LACKS IN
BEACHES, IT
MORE THAN
MAKES UP
FOR IN CHARM
AND NATURAL
WONDER
38

The small, landlocked nation of Laos is often overlooked by travellers due to its
lack of a coastline. For those in search of culture and natural beauty, this makes
Laos one of Southeast Asia's best-kept secrets.
The northern portion of the country is visually spectacular, boasting limestone
mountains and deep river valleys, ideal for a wide range of eco-focused
adventures. Cities such as Luang Prabang and Vientiane supply plenty of charm,
while southern Laos possesses everything from sleepy Mekong River towns to
lush landscapes punctuated by coffee plantations and waterfalls.
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GREEN
TOUR OF
LAOS
6 Days / 5 Nights

Laos is Asia at its most pure: pristine natural
landscapes and a cultures untouched by time. An
eco-friendly holiday is the best way to appreciate
Laos' beauty and help preserve its purity. Explore the
country by bike and on foot, partake in communitybased tourism activities and witness age-old
traditions.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Walk and bike through Laos, appreciating the sights
and sounds at a slower pace while minimising the
environmental impact of travel.

··

Contribute to a better future for the people of Laos
with visits to charity craft workshops, training centre
restaurants and a community-run organic farm.

··

Explore pristine waterfalls and waterways and
understand deep-rooted traditions to help preserve the
uniqueness of Laos.

LAOS
BEYOND THE
ORDINARY

Go beyond the ordinary Luang Prabang experience
on this seven-day tour covering history, arts,
traditional ceremonies, practices and nature.
Visit UNESCO World Heritage sites, take part in a
traditional Baci ceremony and witness the serene
daily activity of alms giving.

7 Days / 6 Nights

HIGHLIGHTS

··

Participate in a traditional Lao ceremony, Baci,
performed at major life events to offer goodwill and
bring good luck.

··

Visit the home of Prince Nithakhong Somsanith and
explore his private collections of arts from the Old
Court of Luang Prabang family.

··

Witness monks partaking in a beautiful daily
ceremony where they leave their pagodas to receive
alms from Luang Prabang residents.

exotravel.com/trade
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TREKKING
THE NEPL
CLOUD
FOREST
CHALLENGE
9 Days / 8 Nights

Embark on a challenging five-day trek to the
summit of Phou Louey, `Forever Mountain' Ð
a rare cloud forests in the region. This trek
rewards with breathtaking views of endless
green forests and sightings of rare wildlife.
Catch a glimpse of exotic animals such as the
white-cheeked gibbon, leopards, bears and wild
dogs and have a chance to download images
captured of these creatures by hidden cameras
after returning home.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Trek through the densest forest of Nam Et Phou
Louey National Protected Area (NEPL-NPA) and
challenge the mind and body.

··

Discover an incredible array of unique flora and
fauna including some of the last wild tigers in the
region.

··

Be amazed and rewarded with stunning views
while ascending and descending the mountain.

KHAMMOUANE
CAVES
EXPLORATION
10 Days / 9 Nights

Discover the ancient caves of Khammouane
Province, and learn about the myths and beliefs
surrounding them. Hear stories of survival during
the Vietnam War, explore dinosaur remains at a
museum and camp in National Protected Areas.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Explore the mystical caves of Khammouane Province
and learn about the community's beliefs.

··

Meet a veteran of the Vietnam War and hear his
personal account from this tumultuous period.

··

Stay overnight in Phou Hin Poun and Nam Theun
National Protected Areas to spot endangered wildlife.

exotravel.com/trade
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AVANI+, LUANG PRABANG
AVANI+ Luang Prabang is a modern boutique hideaway steeped in history.
As the former site of French officer quarters, it is situated in the heart
of the old town just a few minutes walk to the market and the Nam
Khan River offering a variety of choices for food, activities and shopping.
The property is designed with fresh classic-contemporary style while
remaining true to its colonial architectural heritage. The hotel features
53 guest rooms spread across two storeys, on an open-plan living with
garden and courtyard views and spacious outdoor living with a private
balcony or terrace in every room. The Main Street Bar & Grill is an Asianinspired grill, featuring international favourites and Luang Prabang
specialties, with a cosy bar on the 2nd floor for great cocktails and after
dinner drinks. There are also facilities such as the AVANISPA, AVANIFIT
gym, a 25-metre outdoor lap pool and pool bar, multi-purpose indoor and
outdoor facilities for conferences and events.

LUANG PRABANG VIEW
A truly magnificently restored property, the Luang Prabang View Hotel
offers an innovative and traditional colourful design in all of its rooms,
each representing a myriad of cultures and eras with attention to finer
details such as draperies, ceilings, teak wood floors and murals.
Situated in the heritage city of Luang Prabang, the multi-million dollar
restoration project guided by local experts offers panoramic views of the
countryside valley and an insight into the rich history of the building. Som
View Restaurant, Terrace Cafe and Bar and the Sky Lounge offers round
the clock dining of international and local cuisine with spectacular views
of rolling hills. Champa Hom Spa offers guests a haven of refuge where
the body is restored in good health and wellbeing making this hotel a truly
award-winning one in its own right.

VILA MALY BOUTIQUE HOTEL, LUANG PRABANG
Once the home of Lao royalty, Villa Maly is today an exquisite boutique
hotel ensconced by a profusion of tropical flora. Its 10 deluxe and 22
superior rooms evoke the subdued elegance and creative flourishes of
yesterday's aristocrats. It's wonderful location, in an enclave of classic old
homes is only 7 minutes from the city centre.
`Art Deco' style is prevalent throughout with an original blend of French
and British colonial furnishings. The ambiance is residential, as if one was
staying in a private villa. In the midst of the hotel, is a tranquil pool deck
perfect for sunbathing or a late afternoon aperitif. Le Vetiver restaurant
offers an alfresco dining experience, where various delectable flavours
and local Laos traditional cuisine are served all day. There is also poolside
dining for Lao-style BBQ or hotpot and a day spa to relax and rejuvenate.

MAISON SOUVANNAPHOUM, LUANG PRABANG
Nestled in the cultural centre of Laos, find a former residence of Laotian
Prince Souvanna Phouma transformed into a idyllic getaway at Maison
Souvannaphoum Hotel. Combining old-world charm with contemporary
facilities, taste the life of royalty in this colonial mansion with its 24 quaint
rooms and suites. Facilities include a tropical Angsana Spa, a swimming
pool and water feature with a sprawling garden and courtyard.
For a taste of the local palate, Elephant Blanc Restaurant serves up
Laotian cuisine and a 10 dish degustation menu for finer palates. Maison
Souvannaphoum is a 15 minute drive from Luang Prabang International
Airport and is located in the heart of the town near the Nampou Square
(Town Fountain), 10-minute walk from the Mekong River and the Night
Market.

PARASOL BLANC, LUANG PRABANG
The story of Parasol Blanc is intricately intertwined with Luang Prabang
royalty, culture, religion and entrepreneurialism. Today, it breathes new
life and remains as an iconic hotel in Luang Prabang. The 20 classic rooms
are stylish and comfortable and designed with a blend of traditional
Laotian design and contemporary decor with all of the amenities guest
would expect from an international standard hotel.
All rooms have individually controlled air-conditioning, separate shower,
IDD telephone, mini-bar, tea and coffee making facilities, personal safe
and daily complimentary bottled water. Rooms each feature a private
balcony overlooking our lush tropical garden setting. White Lotus
restaurant is set amongst the serene lotus pond with al fresco dining
offering a great place to enjoy a range of both traditional Laos dishes as
well as international favourites.

RIVERSIDE BOUTIQUE RESORT, VANG VIENG
Ideally Located on the banks of the Nam Song River, just outside Vang
Vieng, Riverside Boutique Resort is a beautiful hotel set in a tropical
garden and built around one of the most inviting swimming pools to
be found in Laos. It offers magnificent views of the surrounding lush
landscapes and forest clad mountains. All 34 rooms have private balconies
and include light furnishings inspired by the craftwork of various minority
groups. The resort also includes an open-air spa and an award-winning
restaurant.
Nestled in the small town of Vang Vieng, in some of the most striking
scenery in Indochina. The stunning mountain backdrop makes it one of
the highlights of Laos and a perfect stop on the long drive between Luang
Prabang and the capital, Vientiane. A range of outdoor activities for visitors
of all ages can be arranged, including boating, trekking, cycling and caving.

EXPERIENCE OUR INDONESIA

STRADDLING THE
EQUATOR FOR OVER
3,000 KILOMETRES,
INDONESIA IS ONE
OF THE MOST
DIVERSE NATIONS
ON THE PLANET
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A colourful collection of over 17,000 islands, Indonesia is a world
of wonder entirely unto itself. Boasting some of the world's most
exotic beaches, mysterious cultures and bewitching landscapes, the
archipelago stakes its claim as one of the world's most alluring travel
destinations.
While Bali and Lombok are very much on the radar of international
tourists, there's always something new to discover. Guests can
discover paradise on earth in Raja Ampat, convene with dragons in
Komodo National Park in Flores, or float into the heart of Borneo via
pioneering river rides in Kalimantan.
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JAVA BALI
OVERLAND
IN STYLE
14 Days / 13 Nights

48

Travel over land with scenic train rides and a private phinisi boat crossing to West Bali National
Park for an unforgettable discovery of Java. On the way, get insider access to the ancient
temple of Borobodur and a Yogyakarta batik studio. Top the tour off with vists to prisitne
beaches, tropical forests and temples.
HIGHLIGHTS

··
··

Pass through local villages and go on a private phinisi Crossing to West Bali National Park.

··

Hike towards the crater of two active volcanoes and experience the out-of-this-world environment
from above.

Get insider access to ancient Borobudur Temple and learn about its incredible history from an
anthropologist.

NUSA PENIDA ESCAPE
4 Days / 3 Nights
Just 30 minutes away from Bali, get off-the-beaten-track to enjoy
picturesque Nusa Penida Island. Once a place for outcasts in the
community, be awestruck by the island's raw, untouched environment
of stunning limestone cliffs, blue bays, rolling green hills and an ancient
Hindu cave temple.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Get off the beaten track and be rewarded with untouched landscapes of the
remote Nusa Penida Island.

··

Discover hidden natural pools created from the meeting of waves and
limestone cliffs.

··

Feed the mind and soul on a pilgrimage to a sacred hidden Hindu cave
temple, Goa Giri Putri.
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SECRETS
OF CENTRAL
JAVA
10 Days / 9 Nights

Discover Central Java with a special twist.
Visit famous UNESCO World Heritage sites
like Prambanan Temple and Borobudur
and learn about the ancient history of
Yogyakarta. Get an intimate peek into the
region's arts and cultural scene before
escaping on a beach getaway to nearby
Menyawakan Island.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Discover UNESCO World Heritage sites such
as Prambanan and Borobudur Temples with a
different twist.

··

Get to know Yogyakarta's thriving arts and
cultural scene with private lessons and
meetings with local artists.

··

Complete the discovery of Central Java with
a beach getaway to remote and pristine
Menyawakan Island.

TREKKING
NORTH
SULAWESI
VOLCANO &
TANGKOKO
NATIONAL
PARK
8 Days / 7 Nights

Discover the raw-beauty of Sulawesi on this Indonesian
adventure tour. Trek four active volcanoes for an up-close
look at mother nature's power, seeing lava domes, crater
lakes and much more. Then journey into the jungle in search
of rare tarsiers, the world's smallest primate and other
exotic wildlife.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Get first-hand experience of volcanoes by seeing ash plateaus,
crater lakes and active lava domes on a tour of a volcanology
observatory.

··

Camp on the volcano's slopes, trekking to the summit early in
the morning to enjoy sunrise views over Sulawesi.

··

Explore Sulawesi's Tangkoko National Park and seek out tiny
tarsier primates, black monkeys, hornbills and more.
exotravel.com/trade
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AMANDARI, BALI
Amandari or `peaceful spirits' is located in the village of Kedewatan,
part of Bali's cultural capital, Ubud. Perched on an escarpment high
above the winding Ayung River Gorge, the resort follows the design of a
traditional Balinese village. Pebbled walkways link the 31 thatched-roof
suites, each of which has its own walled garden. Amandari provides a
unique setting from which to experience the cultural richness of Bali's
artistic centre, as well as its mountainous region to the north.
The open-sided restaurant overlooks the resort's 32-metre swimming
pool, which is situated close to the lip of the gorge. Every evening,
gamelan players or local dancers perform from the music pavilion
behind the pool. The Aman Spa presents two open-air treatment bales,
a beauty salon, gym, sauna and marble steam room overlooking a lotus
pond.

AMAN VILLAS AT NUSA DUA, BALI
Peaceful retreats located on Bali's southernmost peninsula, the Aman
Villas at Nusa Dua are set within palm-fringed grounds and gardens,
with swimming pools flanked by aromatic frangipani trees. Modelled on
traditional Balinese designs using local wood and stone, the architecture
is offset by the works of local artists. While the vibrant districts of of
Sanur, Jimbaran, Kuta, Legian and Seminyak are all within easy reach, the
Aman Villas at Nusa Dua are also the perfect starting point for a journey
through Indonesia with Aman: Amandari, Amankila, Amanwana and
Amanjiwo are all within easy reach.

MONTIGO RESORTS SEMINYAK, BALI
Montigo Resorts, Seminyak is located along Bali's Jalan Petitenget, within
a stone's throw from the island's best shops, art galleries, restaurants
and bars. The upscale resort caters to multi-generational travellers and
features a variety of accommodation types to suit all needs. Combining
both tropical idyll and modern comforts, the 128 rooms and suites at
Montigo Resorts, Seminyak are designed to invoke a sense of place for
cosmopolitan guests.
From the thoughtful design details to furnishings and luxurious amenities,
each tranquil oasis is a secluded hideaway from the hustle and bustle of
Seminyak, equipped with signature Montigo beds that are completed with
the finest bed linens. Its range of amenities include three swimming pools,
an international restaurant with poolside dining, one of the largest kid's
club in Seminyak, a full-service spa and a retail shop.

PLATARAN MENJANGAN RESORT & SPA, BALI
A tranquil hideaway located within the protected sanctuary of West
Bali National Park, Plataran Menjangan Resort & Spa offers an escape
to nature at its most beautifully raw and untouched. Experience the
epitome of luxury, privacy and comfort in the traditional Joglo villas of
this unique eco retreat, at one with nature in the midst of the forest or
right by the ocean.
Dine along the oceanfront on a world of fresh flavours crafted from
the treasures of the garden and sea. Listen to the song of the exotic
Bali Starling while exploring the beauty of the wild, trekking through
the jungle, kayaking through the mangrove canal, diving in crystal
clear waters, or enjoying the romance of a sunset cruise. For couples,
families, nature and adventure lovers alike, Plataran Menjangan Resort
& Spa offers a truly rare and enchanting experience beyond anything
imaginable, with Bali's untamed wilderness as the most incredible host.

WAPA DI UME UBUD, BALI
A wonderful hideaway from the hustle and bustle of Bali, Wapa di Ume
Ubud is a boutique resort just 5 minutes from Ubud Centre that boasts
of cascading rice fields as a picturesque centrepiece. Featuring decks
that stretch over an agricultural panorama and villas with private pools
overlooking natural beauty, this is an oasis of calm in a serene setting. The
original 18 units of the resort have been carefully constructed to take full
advantage of its natural surroundings. A further 15 villas have been built
on the banks of an idyllic river.
Every aspect of Wapa di Ume Ubud brings sophistication, with top-class
facilities and fittings, exceptional service as standard and a host of added
extras, including yoga lesson, rice paddy trekking, Balinese cooking
lessons, gym, two swimming pools, two restaurants serving western
and authentic Balinese cuisine, and a floating bale for private romantic
dinners.

PLATARAN KOMODO RESORT & SPA
Secluded in a quiet cove on Waecicu Beach on the island of Flores,
Plataran Komodo Resort & Spa is a true tropical paradise. A luxurious
base for indulging in sun-kissed days of relaxation and adventure in one of
Indonesia's most beautiful and untouched regions.
Escape to a million miles away from daily hustle and bustle and relax in
the privacy of intimate yet spacious villa abodes that are a charming blend
of luxurious comfort and Javanese style. Dine beside ocean waves, on the
beach, or on the jetty Ð all under the dazzling Flores sun or beneath a
romantic canopy of stars. Explore amazing marine life in the surrounding
waters, or hop aboard one of the Plataran private cruises for unforgettable
island-hopping excursions and chance to see the fabled Komodo dragons
up close.

EXPERIENCE OUR MALAYSIA

CLEAVED IN HALF BY
A VAST TROPICAL
SEA, MALAYSIA’S
CONSTITUENT PARTS
COMPLEMENT EACH
OTHER PERFECTLY
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Peninsular Malaysia brims with an unusal mix of high-profile cities
such as Kuala Lumpur and quaint old towns in Malacca and Penang.
On the other hand in Malaysia Borneo, Mother Nature holds sway
with grand national parks, bat-infested caves and, of course, Mount
Kinabalu, one of the highest peaks in Southeast Asia.
Although vastly different, the two parts of the country share many
commonalities including warm, friendly locals, delicious food drawing
from various traditions and an abundance of tropical beaches.
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MULU
ESCAPE
SARAWAK
3 Days / 2 Nights

Be awe-struck by the sheer grandeur of UNESCOrecognised Mulu National Park. On this short
in-depth escape, head underground to admire
the limestone formations of Lang, Deer, Wind and
Clearwater caves. Then explore the natural beauty
above ground with evening wildlife hikes and a
breath-taking jungle canopy walk.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Get a closer look at remarkable limestone stalactites
and stalagmites while venturing through Mulu's
network of caves.

··

Take a sunset adventure across the world's-longest
canopy walk, admiring Mulu's thriving tropical
rainforest from above.

··

Trek through Mulu National Park at night to see
unusual creatures not visible during the daytime.

THE CLASSIC
MALAYSIA
9 Days / 8 Nights

Discover the best of the Straits and Highlands on this
insightful tour of Malaysia. Travel overland with stops
at the quaint UNESCO Heritage towns of Malacca
and Penang to discover their historical and cultural
diversity before hiking up to the cool tea plantations
of Cameron Highlands.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Explore the Straits towns of Malaysia, Malacca and
Penang to see the influences of the Dutch, Portuguese,
Chinese, Indian and other historic settlers on modernday Malaysia.

··

Taste world famous cuisine on a street food tour of
Kuala Lumpur and sample the exotic durian fruit in
Penang's countryside.

··

Hike up cool Cameron Highlands to discover its unique
ecosystem and visit a tea plantation established by a
British merchant.
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THE HABITAT NATURE
EXPERIENCE
Half Day Tour
Discover the flora and fauna of a highland rainforest with a guided
nature walk alongside a specialist guide. Learn about environmental
conservation and sustainability at The Habitat on Penang Hill, whose
mission is to reconnect people with nature through environmental
education.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Escape to the wilderness of Penang Hill, with panoramic views of Penang
on a guided treetop walk.

··

Learn about how The Habitat on Penang Hill is reconnecting people with
nature through education.

··

See local wildlife and learn about symbiotic relationships between various
species in the ecosystem.

MULTISPORT: TREK,
PADDLE & PEDAL
BORNEO

HIGHLIGHTS

16 Days / 15 Nights

··

Navigate remote riverways and paddle up the Melinau River to
Melinau Gorge.

Trek, paddle and pedal on this multisport
adventure discovery of Borneo. Navigate
remote riverways, trek historical routes and
explore by bicycle the heartlands of the
legendary once feared Dayaks who were
headhunters of Borneo.

··

Discover once-feared Dayak headhunters and explore their
heartlands with traditional homestays.

··

Complete the Borneo adventure with an inter-island zipline while
flying over stunning aquamarine water.
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BUNGARAYA ISLAND RESORT, SABAH
Unwind in tropical paradise at Bungaraya Island Resort, a luxury getaway
perched on the hillsides of Polish Bay on Gaya Island off the coast of
Sabah, Malaysian Borneo. Cocooned in a tropical jungle, this awardwinning, secluded resort features 48 timber villas in traditional Bornean
architecture overlooking a beautiful, white sandy beach.
Like the alluring hibiscus flower that bears its name, the resort astounds
at every turn. Guests can laze on the beach, relax at the hilltop spa,
sample local and international cuisine or savour a tipple at the renowned
underground wine cellar. The villas feature luxurious frette linens, private
balconies, spacious bathrooms with premium toiletries, 24-hour room
service, air-conditioning and ceiling fans, 42º LCD TVs with satellite
channels and DVD systems, in-room safes, complimentary minibars, WiFi,
in-room BOSE radio/CD player and iPod docking stations upon request.

THE E&O HOTEL, PENANG
Established in 1885 by the famed Sarkies Brothers, the Eastern & Oriental
(E&O) Hotel was built to fulfil the wanderlust of the rich and famous from
Europe and America who travelled to the exotic Far East. Known as the
Grand Dame of Penang and the only one in the heart of the George Town
UNESCO World Heritage Site having a prime sea frontage overlooking the
Andaman Sea, the E&O is conveniently located near food havens, shopping
and entertainment belts, and surrounding cultural quarters.
The E&O's Heritage Wing houses 100 suites that are magnificently
furnished and extravagantly spacious, with either city or sea views. The
Victory Annexe is an extended new wing that adds a further 132 classically
appointed, sea-fronting suites, complemented by new restaurants,
meeting rooms, pool, spa and retail outlets. Other facilities include a
stately grand ballroom complete with viewing decks for banquet and
theatre events.

PARKROYAL KUALA LUMPUR
Strategically located in the heart of Kuala Lumpur, Parkroyal is a city hotel
with 426 rooms offering comfort and convenience with dining, shopping
and entertainment inspirations right at its doorstep. The adjacent Bukit
Bintang monorail and MRT stations ensure traffic-free access to other
parts of the city. All guestrooms are well equipped with conveniences and
modern indulgences for the maximum comfort of travellers.
Four diverse food and beverage outlets offer guests a myriad of local and
international cuisine. Dining options include the lavish all-day dining Chatz
Brasserie. Grab a refreshing drink or a freshly made sandwich at the Pool
Bar. Klix Lounge sets the mood with nightly band performance, whilst
Hot Gossip is an exceptional choice for gourmet pastries, sandwiches
and salads. The award-winning St. Gregory spa also offers a relaxing and
holistic experience with therapy, wellness and aesthetics.

SHANGRI-LA'S RASA RIA RESORT & SPA, SABAH
Spread across 400-acre of lush tropical garden and rainforest is the
beautiful paradise of Shangri-La's Rasa Ria Resort & Spa. More than
just a resort, it is home to a wide range of birds, reptiles, mammals and
vegetation all found within our nature reserve. The 90sqm Ocean Wing
Premier rooms are the biggest premier rooms offered in Sabah, and
include a private balcony with a daybed and oversized outdoor bathtub;
all with a view.
A must do activity is breakfast with a view at Ria Lookout, located at the
peak of Rasa Ria Reserve while watching the sun rises over the majestic
Mt. Kinabalu. In the evening, the tranquil 3km white sandy beach hosts
the best view of the beautiful Sabah sunset Ð some might even say
the best in Sabah. From the moment you arrive, our amazing team of
staff will ensure that your stay with us is a memorable one. Welcome to
paradise.

TRADERS HOTEL, KUALA LUMPUR
For a chic and stylish luxury stay in the pulse of Kuala Lumpur city,
Malaysia, Traders Hotel is the place to be. With its prime location
coupled with an unobtrusive but efficient service offering comfort
balanced with smarts, be greeted by Shangri-La's hallmark brand of
Asian hospitality - a quality of service that makes guests feel right at
home. Boasting numerous food and beverage areas, recreation facilities,
premium conference venues and transport facilities a stay at one of
Traders Hotel's 571 guest rooms combines the best of business and
leisure. To add, its iconic rooftop SkyBar offers an illuminated view of
Petronas Twin Towers while basking in a cosmopolitan evening with chill
and upbeat music. Modern and sleek in design with amenities to cover
every need, this is a luxurious stay right in the heart of a cosmopolitan
city.

EXPERIENCE OUR SINGAPORE

A FUTURISTIC
GARDEN CITY,
SINGAPORE IS A
COMPACT NATION
OF WORLD-CLASS
ATTRACTIONS AND
SIGHTS
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Characterised by its diamond shape, Singapore's peaceful multiracial
populous, political stability and progressive policies have made this
vertical garden city a must-see for visitors to Asia.
Teeming with tradition and culture along with stunning works of
engineering and design, Singapore has an array of attractions from
its ethnic Malay and Indian enclaves to the Supertrees and cool
coservatories of Gardens by the Bay that takes travel attractions across
time and space.
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SINGAPORE
CITY STOP

From old to new Singapore, discover the iconic sites
of the city from its historical British Colonial sites and
early Chinese settlements to futuristic masterpieces
of Marina Bay Sands Sky Park, soaring 200 metres in
the sky, and others.

2 Days / 1 Night

HIGHLIGHTS

··

Discover the colonial past of Singapore on a drive
around the old Civic District.

··

See the mix of old shophouses and towering
skyscrapers at the early Chinese settlement of
Chinatown.

··

Enjoy panoramic views of the cityscape in the sky
with a visit to the iconic Sands Sky Park.

SINGAPORE
FOR
FAMILIES

With an array of activities to suit every age group,
this is a perfect family getaway! Embark on an
insightful city tour, see the iconic Merlion Park and be
captivated by the Supertrees at Gardens by the Bay.
Top the trip off with a River Safari adventure and
meet over 5,000 aquatic and terrestrial animals.

3 Days / 2 Nights

HIGHLIGHTS

··

Drive by the old Civic District of Singapore and learn
about its British colonial past, stop by the famous
Merlion Park and Chinatown.

··

Visit River Safari Adventure Park. Take a day tour to
visit this popular river-themed park and spot an array of
exotic animals including iconic giant pandas.

··

Witness the spectacular Gardens by the Bay and be
amazed by panoramic views atop Marina Bay Sands Sky
Park, and the cooled conservatories of the Flower Dome
and Cloud Forest.
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MULTICULTURAL
SINGAPORE
2 Days / 1 Night

Discover the cultural melting pot of Singapore
with visits to Malay and Indian enclaves by
traditional trishaw. Cruise down the Singapore
River on a bumboat ride before tucking in to
the country's famous mouthwatering chilli
crab dish.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Take a walking and traditional three-wheel
trishaw tour to discover the multicultural ethnic
enclaves of the city.

··

Hop on a bumboat and cruise down Singapore
River with sights of a bustling nightlife.

··

Indulge in the famously mouthwatering chilli
crab dish, an iconic and must-have delicacy
among the locals.

SINGAPORE
ICONIC
EXPLORER
4 Days / 3 Nights

Explore the unique, multicultural setting of Singapore with visits to the island-nation's
early ethnic settlements. Walk through Arab Street, Little India and Chinatown then visit
the Peranakan Museum for an in-depth insight about the history of this cultural melting
pot.
HIGHLIGHTS

··
··
··

Be amazed by the futuristic Supertrees and the cool conservatories of Gardens by the Bay
Explore the early ethnic enclaves of Singapore that are teeming with cultural activity.
Take an authentic bumboat ride down Singapore River and indulge in a local favourite dish,
chilli crab.
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EXPERIENCE OUR MYANMAR

EXPERIENCING
MYANMAR FOR THE
FIRST TIME IS A
FEELING AKIN TO
TRAVELLING BACK
IN TIME
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Closed off from the outside world for decades, Myanmar was once described
by famous author Rudyard Kipling as `quite unlike any land you know about'.
Yangon, the country's largest city, retains its colonial charm, while adding
new, contemporary strings to its bow in the shape of chic art galleries,
restaurants and bars.
Change occurs at a more laidbook pace elsewhere, a plus for visitors
seeking authentic, Old World Asia. Popular spots such as tranquil Inle Lake
and temple-laden Bagan entice crowds, while up and coming destinations
such as the gorgeous Mergui Archipelago and Kayin and Mon States are ripe
for discovery.
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WILD
MYANMAR
16 Days / 15 Nights

Go beyond the culture and communities of the
Golden Land to discover its stunning nature and
biodiversity. From elephants and tortoises to
birds and fish, head to the country's most popular
destinations and get off the beaten track to meet
with the locals and visit places that are far less
explored.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Meet and get to know the friendly locals who are
living traditional farmer's lives using bullock carts for
transport and agriculture.

··

Visit the Burmese Star Tortoise Conservation Centre
and take a guided forest walk to track the tortoise at
Minzontaung Wildlife Sanctuary.

··

Relax on the remote Boulder Island amidst pristine
white sand beaches and crystal clear blue water in the
Mergui Archipelago.

SOUTHERN
MYANMAR
SAMPLER
5 Days / 4 Nights

Experience the charming natural and cultural
wonders of southern Myanmar. Begin with visits
to multiple caves in Hpa An. Then, after visiting a
charming colonial town, head to one of Myanmar's
most iconic pilgrimage sites, the Golden Rock.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Experience Hpa An's subterranean wonders with visits
to a handful of miraculous caves decorated with Buddha
images.

··

Immerse in the Old World charm of colonial Myanmar
when visiting Mawlamyine.

··

Rub shoulders with local pilgrims while ascending a
mountain for a visit to the sacred Golden Rock.
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MYANMAR
IN MOTION
14 Days / 13 Nights

Whether by bicycle, motorbike, trekking or
kayaking, this action packed 14-day tour takes
guests through Myanmar's iconic sites such as
the Kyauk Taw Gyi Pagoda, Mahamuni Pagoda,
U Bein Bridge, Dhammayangyi, Shwemawdaw
Pagoda, Sadan Cave and Shwedagon Pagoda.
Experience true Myanmar with visits to local
haunts and overnight stays in small villages
with amazing views.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Speed off on a motorcycle to see Mandalay's
best spots and stop at a local beer station to try
local Burmese cuisine.

··

Ride along the eastern outskirts of Mandalay
passing through the ancient cultural riches of
hills, monasteries, temples and open fields.

··

Trek through rural villages to meet the locals and
the gentle giants of Green Hill Valley Elephant
Camp.

MULTISPORT
- HIKE & BIKE
MYANMAR
12 Days / 11 Nights

Travel deep into the heart of Myanmar with an epic multisport adventure. Guests will visit
the last kingdom by bike, discover rural Shan State on foot. While climbing the region's
highest peaks guests will spot exotic wildlife. After biking to Inle Lake, guests will meet
Kayan and Intha people with a kayak tour around a unique floating community.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Hike to the highest peak of the Shan State named `Ashaymyin Anaukmyin' which means 'see
everything from the east and west'.

··

Cycle the open roads of the Shan Plateau, offering unforgettable scenery and experiences of
meeting rural hill tribes.

··

Kayak along Inle Lake to discover unique floating villages and learn about the everyday lives of
the local people.
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IRRAWADDY EXPLORER BY PAUKAN CRUISES
TREASURE OF GOLDEN MYANMAR FROM SRI KESTRA TO MANDALAY (9N)
As the third vessel to join Paukan Cruises, the all-suite R.V. Irrawaddy
Explorer offers a spellbinding cruise down the intriguing rivers of
Myanmar. The 56-guest all-suite cruise embraces the ambience of once
British colonial Burma, whilst providing comforts and conveniences,
elegance and graciousness found only in the finest hotels of Myanmar.
Experience the rich history and diverse culture of the Irrawaddy River for
9 nights from Mandalay, the cultural centre of Myanmar to Yangon the
former capital and home to the Shwedagon Pagoda which dominates the
city's skyline.
This incredible journey transports guests through areas of Myanmar rarely
visited by westerners, many not accessible other than by river. Every port
will tell a story from the more than 2200 intricately carved temples to the
handmade pottery made in the village of Yandabo.

PAUKAN CRUISES BY AYRAVATA CRUISE COMPANY
DISCOVER MANDALAY AND THE UPPER IRRAWADDY (7N) WITH RV
PAUKAN 2015
RV Paukan of Paukan Cruises is the fourth new vessel and the first
luxury ship able to sail the entire length of the Irrawaddy River up to
Bhamo in Kachin State all year long. The 36-guest Paukan 2015 embraces
the ambience of modern Asian design, whilst providing comforts and
conveniences found only in the finest hotels of Myanmar.
Discover Mandalay and its historic sites located along the river. Sail up to
the spectacular Irrawaddy where the journey begins at the historic capital
of Mandalay. Stops include visits to Mingun, the pottery village of Kyaw
Myaung and the colonial town of Katha that inspired the George Orwell's
novel `Burmese Days'. The cruise ends in Bhamo (65km from the China
Border) the highest reachable point of the Irrawaddy River for a vessel of
this size.

PAUKAN CRUISES BY AYRAVATA CRUISE COMPANY
MYANMAR RIVER JOURNEYS ABOARD RV PAUKAN 2007 & PAUKAN 2012
Take a classical cruise along the rivers of Myanmar with Paukan. Named
after Paukan Rarma, the city was founded in 846 AD and later became
legendary Bagan. This company provides guests with the opportunity to
cruise into the country's historic heart.
With a fleet of five vessels based on the design of the steam ships of the
Irrawaddy Flotilla Company, Paukan offers a series of itineraries along
the Irrawaddy and Chindwin rivers.
Guests can select voyages ranging from one to ten nights, exploring
attractions including the city of Mandalay, the temple-studded plains
of Bagan, the ancient imperial capital of Ava, the monastic centre of
Sagaing and the sacred volcano of Mount Popa. En route, guests can
relax and take in the serene countryside from the ship's sundeck.

BALLOONS OVER BAGAN
Inle lake is one of the top tourist destinations in Myanmar, it is famous for
its floating gardens and stilt houses. The local Intha people have a unique
way of life, their entire communities are based on the lake. Balloons over
Inle offer daily early morning flights over the lake, in view of the Shan
Yoma mountains and pagodas. The season starts on 5 November and runs
until 15 March, and each balloon can carry six to eight passengers.
Flying over Inle lake in a balloon for around one and a half hours really is
a unique way of experiencing one of Myanmar's most scenic and cultural
attractions. The daily service allows for private charters over Pindaya as
well as the ability to roll out our safari concept to meet demand.

SANDOWAY RESORT, NGAPALI
The Sandoway Resort set amongst 2.6 hectares of tropical coconut grove
on Myanmar's Ngapali Beach, overlooks the azure waters of the Bay of
Bengal.
This luxury resort consists of 59 rooms, villas and cottages, which
range from 75 to 120 sqm and feature private verandas, teak floors and
furniture, with either sea or garden views. There is a stunning outdoor
lagoon pool which overlooks the beach, plus a spa, cinema and library to
help guests relax. The international restaurant specialises in local seafood
Ð freshly caught by local fishing boats every morning. The lounge bar
located on the open verandah overlooks the beach and is a perfect spot
for sunset drinks or watching the twinkling night sky.
The Sandoway Resort now has three properties, Sandoway Resort, The
Residence by Sandoway and Art of Sand Resort in Ngapali Beach.

YADANARBON MANDALAY
Hotel Yadanarbon is the perfect place to experience Mandalay and its
surroundings. The hotel's strategic and convenient location ensures that
guests can quickly and easily reach many local points of interest and
to the city's must-see destinations. All guest accommodations feature
thoughtful amenities to ensure an unparalleled sense of comfort. Other
facilities at this hotel include a 24-hour front desk, rooftop restaurant,
infinity swimming pool and free WiFi access.
The hotel is conveniently located within a 5-minute drive from Mandalay
Railway Station and the Royal Palace and 45 minutes from the airport.
Guests get to enjoy delicious food with cultural shows at the elegantly
decorated restaurant while enjoying panoramic views of Mandalay. The
rooftop infinity swimming pool promises a magnificent view of the
city and the glamorous beauty of the hill in different directions. Voted
Traveller's Choice Award, the hotel guarantees quality service like no
other.

EXPERIENCE OUR CHINA

FROM CUTTING
EDGE MEGA CITIES
TO TOWERING
MOUNTAIN RANGES,
CHINA IS A NATION
THAT RARELY DOES
THINGS BY HALVES
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As the world's oldest continuous civilisation, the 'Middle Kingdom'
provides a stirring blend of ancient and contemporary. In Beijing, the
capital, guests encounter awe-inspiring sights such as the Forbidden
City and Temple of Heaven.
Other timeless wonders include the Terracotta Army at X'ian and the
iconic Great Wall. Elsewhere, the country offers a wealth of cultural and
natural treasures that encompass everything from cave paintings to the
panoramic landscapes of the Yunnan, Gansu and Guangxi provinces.
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TRIBES
AND RICE EXPLORING
GUANGXI &
GUIZHOU
9 Days / 8 Nights

78

Veer off the beaten track to experience a more
authentic corner of China. Travel across the Guangxi
and Guizhou regions, trekking through incredible
terraced rice fields and encountering a kaleidoscope
of ethnic villages. Keep the camera batteries
charged- this trip is full of spectacular images.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Admire China's most beautiful rice terrace from afar
then take an early morning trek for a closer look of the
'Dragon's Backbone'.

··

Learn about the unique customs and traditions of
China's ethnic groups, visiting villages of the Dong, Miao
and Yao.

··

After a bamboo rafting trip on the Yulong River,
continue exploring the spectacular landscapes of
Yangshuo on foot or by bike.

SICHUAN
PROVINCE
- CHINESE
& TIBETAN
PROVINCES
11 Days / 10 Nights

Get an in-depth look at Sichuan, China's largest
province. Through insightful visits, connect with the
local peoples and soak up the landscapes that make
Sichuan so unique. From nomadic homestays to
beautiful trekking routes and Buddhist immersion to
culinary adventures, this trip has it all!
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Walk along the spectacular Bifeng Gorge and visit the
Panda Protection Centre to get close to the endangered
gentle giants at Bifengxia Park.

··

Connect with Tibetan culture in western Sichuan by
visiting religious centres, sampling local cuisine and
staying with a nomadic family.

··

Visit Sichuan's iconic sites - Leshan's giant Buddha
image, discover Buddhist beliefs at Wenshu Temple and
enjoy spectacular scenery at Emeishan.
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VINTAGE
BIKE RIDE IN
SHANGHAI
Half-Day Tour

Look beyond the modern skyline of
Shanghai and discover the city's rich, exotic
traditions. Travel by vintage bike through
quieter laneways and encounter scenes
of daily life at every turn. Pedal through
hidden neighborhoods and stop often to be
immersed in the local culture.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Ride along the French Concession and admire
the architecture while learning about the
influences that have shaped Shanghai's history
and culture.

··

Cycle to a street of food stalls for a local snack
break and learn about the eating habits and
traditional table manners of the Shanghai
people.

··

Stop by a Taoist temple tucked away in a quiet
local neighbourhood and learn about the life
of Taoist monks and their ancient beliefs and
system of the religion.

GUBEIKOU
HIKE
Full-Day Tour

For guests looking for the true trek of a lifetime, hike a remote section of the Great Wall
of China with an expert local guide. Wander the strategic military passes of Yanshan
Mountain and pause to admire the rugged scenery in the distance.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Visit the key strategic military passes along Yanshan Mountain that helped protect Beijing
from invaders in ancient times and during World War II.

··

Hike the wild and untouched Coiling Dragon Hill to reach the Great Wall before arriving at 24Eye Tower with panoramic views of the surroundings.

··

Meet local farmers along the way, try local homemade food and learn about the local
community development efforts in the area.
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Japan Architecture Autumn

EXPERIENCE OUR JAPAN

TRAVELLERS ARE
ALWAYS DELIGHTED
BY JAPAN. WITH ITS
PERFECT BLEND OF
OLD AND NEW, IT’S
EASY TO SEE WHY
82

Not only is it a country steeped in culture and blessed with beguiling
landscapes, it's also one of Asia's most hospitable destinations. Centuries
of isolation from the west helped Japan maintain its highly unique
traditions. Japan has adapted to and perfected many aspects of modern
society while retaining its millennias-old culture.
Guests can speed between charismatic cities such as Tokyo, Kyoto and
Osaka on efficient, lightning-fast bullet trains or head to the tranquil
countryside dotted with snow-capped peaks, bubbling hot springs, live
volcanoes and lined with pristine beaches.
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ANCIENT
TRAILS OF
NAKASENDO
3 Days / 2 Nights

Step back in time with a three-day trek along
Japan's historic Nakasendo trails. Walk through
pristine forests and enjoy the tranquillity of
the Japanese countryside. On the way, stop in
atmospheric post villages with well-preserved Edo
period buildings to discover the rich traditions of
these small, rural communities.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Spend three days on well-marked hiking trails on a
trek through Japan's countryside enjoying fresh air
and pristine natural landscapes.

··

While walking, learn how the Nakasendo trail was used
by traders to connect Tokyo to Kyoto in the 17th-19th
centuries.

··

See Tsumago's well-preserved Edo-era buildings,
the remarkable Rankan-bashi Bridge and one of two
impressive barrier towns.

JAPAN FAMILY
HOLIDAY
14 Days / 13 Nights

From encounters with samurais and towering robots
to hands-on cooking classes and walks amid painterly
landscapes, this two-week family holiday in Japan
is truly comprehensive. Be immersed in the local
culture and discover Japan's incredible history with
guided excursions crafted for both kids and adults
alike.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Take advantage of Japan's gardens, theme parks, quirky
museums and remarkable rail networks to ensure a fun,
stress-free family holiday.

··

Learn to make authentic bento boxes, how to pay
respect at shrines and several other hands-on cultural
activities.

··

Visit Hiroshima's insightful museums, see 17th-century
Kanazawa, explore UNESCO-heritage Kyoto and much
more.
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COOL TOKYO
CYCLING
Half Day

Embark on a cycling tour unlike any other
and discover the lesser known areas of Tokyo
that are not mentioned in guide books.
Thanks to an experienced, knowledgeable,
and enthusiastic cyclist guide, discover some
of the favourite haunts of the locals.
HIGHLIGHTS
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··

Cycle through the vibrant backstreets of Tokyo
enjoying the best of the city's urban design
and natural environment.

··

Discover the unique, non-mainstream sights
of the city while cycling through backstreets,
local shotengai and hip neighbourhoods.

··

Explore some of the locals’ favourite spots to
relax and taste local delights such as gyoza,
japanese pan-fried dumplings.

CYCLE
NOTO
PENINSULA
6 Days / 5 Nights

Discover the beauty of remote northern Noto Peninsula on bicycle, riding pass
open coastal roads, terraced rice fields and local fishing villages. Immerse in local
culture with stays at traditional ryokans, natural hot springs and an experience to
taste local specialities.
HIGHLIGHTS

··

Ride along the open roads of Noto Kongo Coast of Japan's lesser-known central north
passing hard-packed sand beaches and more.

··

Discover the local people's way of life with stays at traditional ryokans, relaxing in
natural hot springs and tucking in to local cuisine.

··

Explore on two wheels the ancient imperial capital that gave birth to many aspects of
Japanese arts and culture.
exotravel.com/trade
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CROSS HOTEL OSAKA
Cross Hotel Osaka is just a minute's walk from the Dotonbori area and a
5-minute walk from Namba Subway Station. The stylish rooms include free
WiFi internet, a complimentary bottle of water and private bathrooms.
Shinsaibashi Subway Station is only a 5-minute stroll from the hotel.
Guests relax in the modern furnishings with red/white decors and enjoy
watching the flat-screen TV. This air-conditioned room has a fridge, an air
purifier and a private bathroom.

OUR
RESOURCES
We constantly strive to be pioneering in
everything we do, and our expert teams
are continuously creating exciting new
experiences and services. To keep you
abreast of our latest developments, we
have several different ways you can access
all the latest information.

DEDICATED AGENT
WEBSITE
Our website is packed
full of all the relevant
information you need to
make your lives as easy as
possible. From educational
tools (webinars, marketing
publications, etc.) to
all tour and experience
information across our 10
destinations, our website is
entirely comprehensive.
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EMAIL
Our monthly e-mail is
designed to keep you
up-to-date with the
latest company news
and product information.
Available in four
languages, it's the best
way to stay in touch with
the latest news from EXOat your desk or on the go!

EXO EXPLORER
Our bi-annual trade
brochure aims to provide
you with the necessary
information and tools
to help your travellers
explore Asia and take
away truly memorable
experiences.

NEED-TO-KNOW
COMMUNICATIONS
We know how busy and
hectic your inbox is. We'll
only send you select
information that we think
you should know about.
This can include regional
travel warnings, hotel
developments, or new
products relevant to your
customers.

TOOLS
We run regular webinar
sessions on a range of topics
about our destinations,
presented by our in-country
experts. Delivering up to
the minute information on
our latest products and
inspirational experiences, we
also offer a variety of insightful
training sessions.

exotravel.com/trade
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OUR
COMMITMENT
TO YOU

A TIMELY RESPONSE

We understand the benefits of a good
working relationship. With our partners,
we share a common commitment to
the professional delivery of unique
travel experiences, providing an
uncompromising level of service. To that
end, we offer the following:

A PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATION

We know that a fast response is imperative for success in
our industry. We are committed to responding to every
inquiry the same day or within 24 hours.

Using TOURPLAN, on which our reservations and
operations teams receive comprehensive training, our
organisation delivers fast and consistent service and
seamless itineraries throughout our destinations.
HIGH QUALITY SERVICE ON THE GROUND
Through our strong guide training and using the best
vehicles, we are committed to providing the highest
quality of service possible. Our preferred suppliers are all
subject to regular and rigorous inspections.
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CONSULTATIVE AND WELL-TRAINED
STAFF

AN INVESTMENT IN PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

We ensure our teams are the most
knowledgeable and qualified in the business
through industry-leading, comprehensive
training programs.

Our product teams are based in every destination
ensuring authentic, immersive and innovative
experiences that can only be sourced from living and
breathing the destination on a daily basis.

SPECIALISED TEAMS AND
PERSONAL SERVICE

FINANCIALLY STABLE

Whether you have a request about general
travel, MICE, adventure or luxury, we have small,
specialised teams in every destination ready to
deliver personalised services tailored to your
needs.

As part of the Apple Tree Group of companies that
includes hotels, real estate and other asset holding
companies in Asia, EXO Travel is financially secure.

exotravel.com/trade
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